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ABOUT THIS REPORT

As part of the joint activities identified for 2016-2017 under the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) between the African Development Bank (“AfDB” or “the Bank”) and the African Securities 
Exchanges Association (“ASEA” or “the Association”), the two institutions have collaborated 
on a report on AfDB’s local currency bond issuances on African Capital Markets. 

The AfDB project team is led by Mrs. Stella Kilonzo, Division Chief, Capital Markets Division, and 
includes project members from the Treasury Department, which is headed by Mrs. Hassatou 
N’Sele, Director and Acting Finance Vice-President; the Financial Sector Development 
Department, which is headed by Mr. Stefan Nalletamby, Director; and the Syndications, Co-
financing and Client Solutions Department, which is headed by Mr. Olivier Eweck, as the 
Officer in Charge Director. 

The Association’s project team was initially led by the Deputy President of ASEA and Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) of the Casablanca Stock Exchange Mr. Karim Hajji who later handed 
over to the Chairman of the ASEA  Market Development Working Group and (CEO) of the 
Botswana Stock Exchange, Mr Thapelo Tsheole.

As part of its mandate, the African Development Bank has been active in the issuance of 
local currency bonds in African Capital Markets. Such bond issues are designed to facilitate 
financing operations in local currency and to promote the development of bond markets 
across the continent. The Bank has so far issued local currency bonds in Nigeria, South Africa 
and Uganda; and listed all on the respective stock exchange. 
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Report Project Members

The African Development Bank Group project members are:

1. Mr. Ricardo Carvalheira – Treasury Department

2. Mrs. Akane Zoukpo Sanankoua – Financial Sector Development Department

3. Mr. Mansour Hamza – Syndications, Co-financing and Client Solutions Department

The AfDB peer reviewers were: Mr. Jacques Djofack, Vice President Finance Front Office; 
Mrs. Karine Gondjout and Ms. Leila Sebunya - Financial Sector Development Department; Mr. 
Regis Lakoue-Derant – Governance and Public Financial Management Coordination Office.

The ASEA Market Development Working Group is comprised of representatives from the 
following exchanges:

1. Mr. Thapelo Tsheole – Botswana Stock Exchange

2. Mr. Kopano Bolokwe – Botswana Stock Exchange

3. Ms. Joyce Dlamini – Swaziland Stock Exchange

4. Mr. Tiaan Bazuin – Namibian Stock Exchange

5. Mr. Oluwafemi Onifade – Nigerian Stock Exchange

6. Ms. Palesa Shipalana – Johannesburg Stock Exchange

7. Mr. Adebola Lawal – FMDQ OTC PLC

Objectives of the Study

The study’s objective is to provide insights into the successes, challenges, procedures and 
best practices related to AfDB’s local currency bond issuances on African capital markets, as 
well as to highlight the impact these bond issues have had in terms of market development.

Approach

The ASEA Market Development Working Group developed a questionnaire with the purpose 
of drawing key insights that would help build a case study on the success of the AfDB local 
currency bonds issues listed on African Exchanges. The questionnaire was administered to 
the Exchanges where AfDB bonds had been listed, however, given that data garnered from 
the responses were not statistically significant, supplementary data and information from the 
AfDB was used to enrich findings and in developing the case study.
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The African Development Bank Group (AfDB, the 
Bank) expects Africa’s average real GDP growth to 
rebound from 2.2% in 2016 to 3.4% in 2017 and 4.3% 
in 20181. The Bank continues to invest significantly 
in the development of a competitive private sector 
across Africa. Over recent years, private capital inflows 
into Africa have increased while official development 
assistance (ODA) has remained relatively stable. Assets 
under management by pension funds, insurance 
companies, and sovereign wealth funds, and in bond 
markets in Africa have grown to reach a total of about 
USD 1.2 trillion in assets. These trends point to the 
increasing role capital markets play in mobilizing 
international and domestic savings to channel them 
towards productive investments in African countries. 

In September 2015, the Bank launched the “High 5 
Agenda” to foster social and economic transformation 
on the continent and “Light up and Power Africa”, 
“Feed Africa”, “Industrialize Africa”, “Integrate Africa”, 
and “Improve the Quality of Life for the People of 
Africa”.  The total financing needs to achieve the High 
5 Agenda are estimated at about USD 170 billion per 
annum, which represents 14% of African assets, but 
only 0.5% of global assets. 

To catalyze Africa’s transformation, the Bank leverages 
its own resources by mobilizing development finance 
as well as domestic resources. Local currency 
bond issuances are an integral part of the Bank’s 
own borrowing strategy and of our operations in 
support of regional member clients. Indeed, AfDB’s 
Local Currency Initiative aims to assist our clients in 
mitigating foreign exchange risk that could arise from 
projects financed by the Bank, while supporting the 
development of domestic capital markets through the 
issuance of local currency bonds. 

This report provides an overview of success factors 
and best practices from the Bank’s experience in local 
currency bond issuances on African capital markets. 
It creates an opportunity for constructive dialogue 
among capital markets stakeholders and participants 
to strengthen and deepen capital markets across 
Africa.

Africa’s financial markets have been resilient and 
innovative in the face of recent global growth 
challenges. However, they remain fragmented and 
shallow compared to their equivalents in Latin America 
and Asia. The Bank’s own African Financial Markets 
Initiative was launched in 2008 to build and develop 
local currency bond markets across Africa. The initiative 
is organized around two pillars: (i) the African Financial 
Markets Database, a knowledge hub on African debt 
markets currently including 43 countries; and (ii) the 
African Domestic Bond Fund, which has a mandate to 
invest in African local currency sovereign bonds. 

It should be noted that Africa’s capital markets have 
grown significantly over the past three decades from 
just 5 stock exchanges in the 1980s to around 30 
today. The total amount of sovereign bonds issued has 
increased significantly from USD 28 billion in 2000 to 
more than USD 200 billion in 2016, with an extension 
of maturities as issuances of less than a year came 
down from 94% of total issued amounts in 2000 to 
76% in 2016. 

Our goal is to support 20 capital markets across Africa 
over the next decade through a broad based approach, 
addressing market development challenges to create 
an enabling environment and enhance liquidity. The 
Bank will continue to actively work with the public and 
private sectors in Regional Member Countries (RMCs) 
to support market reform programs, and to increase 
the role of capital markets as a financing source. 
Our objective as a development finance institution is 
to be able to issue local currency bonds in Africa’s 
stock exchanges to fund Bank-funded projects. Local 
currency bond issuance on African capital markets will 
therefore continue to play a strategic role in the Bank’s 
interventions to meet the increasing demand for local 
currency funding in our operations and to contribute to 
capital markets development in RMCs.

Mr. Pierre Guislain
Vice President, Private Sector, Infrastructure and Industrialization
African Development Bank Group

FOREWORD BY THE AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP

1 African Economic Outlook 2017
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FOREWORD BY THE AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK GROUP

The AfDB’s overarching objective is to spur sustainable 
economic development and social progress in its 
Regional Member Countries (RMCs), thus contributing 
to poverty reduction. To achieve this objective the 
Bank seeks to mobilize and allocate resources for 
investment in its RMCs and to provide policy advice 
and technical assistance to support their development 
efforts.

AfDB has a long and successful history in the field of 
resource mobilization. When the Bank was established 
more than 50 years ago in 1964, it commenced 
operations using the equity resources provided by 
its shareholders, its capital stock. As demand for its 
development resources increased, the Bank started 
leveraging its equity by entering into borrowing 
transactions, firstly directly from other development 
partners, and later, through bond issues executed 
in international capital markets. Indeed, it has been 
quite a journey since then. AfDB’s annual borrowing 
programme is now running close to USD 10 billion a 
year, and the Bank is part of a very select group of highly 
rated supranational issuers that enjoys permanent 
access of multiple international and domestic markets, 
and that is able to successfully execute well performing, 
liquid, multi-billion dollar benchmark transactions in 
the U.S. Dollar global market.

The Bank is replicating the same strategy in local 
currency and its ambition is to achieve the same level 
of success in African capital markets. Accessing local 
currency financing, and then making it available to clients 
on cost-effective terms remains a crucial endeavor 
for AfDB and the Bank has been actively promoting 
local currency activities for more than 20-years. Its first 
foray into this area happened in 1997, when the Bank 
obtained, as per its charter requirements, the consent 
of South Africa to start funding itself in South African 
Rand, thus addressing the requests of borrowers in 
the region that had been seeking financing in that 
currency. In order to scale up activities in this field, 
later in 2006, the AfDB’s Board of Directors approved 
a policy framework for lending in the currency of its 
RMCs. This policy framework requires that the Bank 
approve African currencies as lending currencies 
whenever there is sufficient demand for local currency 
loans, and where it can fund itself cost-effectively. The 
policy is set within the AfDB’s Local Currency Initiative, 
an initiative that has two main objectives: (i) to assist 

the Bank’s clients in mitigating foreign exchange risk 
from projects financed by the AfDB, and (ii) to facilitate 
the development of Local Currency Bond Markets 
(LCBMs) through the issuance of local currency bonds. 

The policy framework advocates a range of tools and 
mechanisms, including local currency bond issues, 
derivative transactions, and, eventually, borrowings 
(in loan format) directly in select African markets, for 
raising cost-effective local currency resources for its 
clients. Through its local currency bond issues, its policy 
dialogue and technical assistance, the Bank is also 
playing an active and crucial role in the development 
of LCBMs in Africa, thus creating a suitable conduit 
for our clients to raise their future local currency needs 
in a cost-effective and risk-conscious manner. Indeed, 
the Bank has a clear understanding of the importance 
of LCBMs, as they improve the efficiency of financial 
intermediation, reduce risks for the banking sector and 
countries as a whole, help RMCs finance fiscal deficits 
in a non-inflationary manner, and, fundamentally, 
mitigate systemic risk by reducing the instability that 
currency and maturity mismatches can cause in 
developing economies. 

To date the Bank has made critical inroads in the local 
capital markets of South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda, 
Zambia and Botswana, and we will continue actively 
pursuing similar opportunities across the continent, as 
and when they arise.  True to the goals of its founders, 
AfDB is indeed now a preferred partner in Africa, 
providing high-impact, well-focused development 
assistance and local currency solutions to its clients

Hassatou N’Sele
Director, Treasury Department, and Acting Finance 
Vice-President, African Development Bank
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The growth of Africa’s real Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) averaged 4.4% over the past ten years. Notably, 
this has been significantly higher in comparison to the 
world average economic growth rate of 3.5%. However, 
Africa is still faced with numerous developmental 
challenges, the major one being the infrastructure 
deficit which is estimated at USD 93 billion per year. 

History has indicated that Governments alone 
– particularly in Africa - may not have adequate 
capacity to deliver infrastructure projects and pioneer 
economic growth. Consequently, the debate around 
private sector led growth has gained momentum 
in recent years. In addition, Development Finance 
Institutions (DFIs) are considered an essential enabler 
in developing economies given their strategic position 
between the private and the public sector. Under many 
circumstances, the efficient mobilisation of capital for 
development projects is underpinned by the existence 
of a robust Capital Market. 

In recent years, significant developments have taken 
place in African financial markets and there has been 
clear effort to nurture strategic partnerships to deepen 
these markets and also broaden the participation and 
reach of DFIs. In the process, the diversity of debt 
instruments has significantly increased, especially 
with an inclination towards green finance as well as 
entrepreneur-focused financing. 

The African Development Bank (AfDB) has been a key 
stakeholder in the development of Capital Markets; in 
particular the debt market and has partnered with a 
number of African States with regards to the issuance 
of AfDB bond issuance in local currencies. There is still 
scope for increased growth and African Exchanges are 
in a position to promote this agenda with support from 
Governments and the AfDB. 

The African Securities Exchanges Association (ASEA) 
continues to explore partnerships with DFIs and to 
promote the Member Exchanges as viable platforms 
to mobilise private-public sector funding. In the 
long term, the presence of supranationals in local 
currency bond markets goes a long way in enhancing 
the attractiveness of domestic stock exchanges to 
investors.  

This joint report is an important preliminary study whose 
objective is to provide insights into the successes, 
challenges, procedures and best practices related 
to AfDB’s local currency bond issuances on African 
markets; as well as to highlight the impact these bond 
issues have in terms of market development. Having 
highlighted the bottlenecks faced by African domestic 
markets and also by AfDB in promoting issuances, this 
report presents an opportunity to engage in dialogue 
with the capital markets ecosystem with a view to 
resolve these structural impediments. This goes as far 
as refining our strategic technical assistance projects 
to achieve higher rates of take-off and success. 

I would like to acknowledge the President of ASEA, 
Mr. Oscar N. Onyema, OON for conceptualizing the 
case study. A special thanks to my predecessor, the 
deputy president Mr. Karim Hajji who was the previous 
Chairman of the Market Development Working Group 
and under whose leadership the project was initiated.

We also appreciate the partnership of the AfDB which 
was instrumental in publishing this report. We would 
like for this report to be considered as a step towards 
increased partnership and innovation in the products’ 
offering particularly with respect to the emergence of 
green finance. We hope that it will be an informative 
read and one that will aid in deepening the African 
Capital Markets. 

Mr. Thapelo Tsheole
Chief Executive Officer, Botswana Stock Exchange
Chairman, ASEA Market Development Working Group

FOREWORD BY ASEA
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The African Securities Exchanges Association (“ASEA” or “the Association”) is the premier Association of 
exchanges in Africa, which was founded with the aim of developing Member Exchanges and providing a platform 
for networking. The Association has a full membership of 27 vibrant Exchanges – serving 32 economies in Africa.

ASEA’S Vision

“To enable African Securities Exchanges to be key significant drivers of the economic and societal transformation 
of Africa by Year 2025”.

ASEA’S Mission

“To provide a forum for mutual communication, exchange of information, co-operation and technical assistance 
among its members, to facilitate the process of financial integration within the region for the effective mobilization 
of capital to accelerate economic development of Africa”.

The Association was established in 1993, and works closely with its Members to unlock the potential of the 
African Capital Markets through the following ways:

1. Enhancing the visibility of ASEA members at the international level with a view to attract capital inflows to 
African capital markets.

2. Providing an authoritative information portal on African public markets and provide aggregated statistics 
and information on African Exchange.

3. Being a powerful lobbying and advocacy voice for Member Exchanges.
4. Promoting market development among Member Exchanges.
5. Promoting Capacity Building and Training for Member Exchanges.
6. Initiating Strategic Alliances on behalf of Member Exchanges.

ABOUT ASEA
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ACRONYMS

ADBF   African Domestic Bond Fund
AfDB   African Development Bank
AFMD    African Financial Markets Database 
AFMI   African Financial Markets Initiative
ASEA   African Securities Exchanges Association
BSE   Botswana Stock Exchange
BRVM   Bourse Régionale des Valeurs Mobilières
BWP   Botswana Pula
CBN   Central Bank of Nigeria
CSD   Central Bank Clearing & Settlement Depositary System 
CSDB   Central Securities Depository of Botswana
CSI   Compliance Status Indicator 
CGRS   Corporate Governance Rating System
CMMP   Capital Market Master Plan
DvP    Delivery versus Payment
EBRD   European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
EUR   Euro
FSDPS   Financial Sector Development Policy and Strategy
High 5s   High Five Priority Agenda
IPF    Investor Protection Fund 
JSE   Johannesburg Stock Exchange
KSH   Kenyan Shilling
MCDR   Misr for Central Clearing, Depository and Registry
MOS   Minimum Operating Standards 
MTN   Medium Term Note
MoU   Memorandum of Understanding
NBFIRA  Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority
NGN   Nigerian Naira
NIPF    National Investor Protection Fund 
NSE   Nigerian Stock Exchange
NT   National Treasury
RMC   Regional Member Countries 
RTGS   Real Time Gross Settlement System
SADC    Southern African Development Community  
SDG   Sustainable Development Goals
SEC   Securities and Exchange Commission
TYS   Ten Years Strategy
USD   United States Dollars
USE   Ugandan Stock Exchange
USH   Ugandan Shilling
XAF   Central African CFA Franc
XOF   West African CFA Franc
ZAR   South African Rand
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AfDB LOCAL CURRENCY BONDS ISSUANCE OBJECTIVES 
AND POLICY

Issuer Profile and Objectives

Founded in 1964, the African Development Bank (“AfDB” or “Bank”) is Africa’s 
premier multilateral development finance institution. The Bank’s senior unsecured 
and subordinated debt issues are respectively rated AAA/Aaa and AA+/Aa1 by the 
four major rating agencies, Standard and Poor’s, Fitch, Moody’s and Japan Credit 
Rating Agency. The top-notch credit ratings enjoyed by the AfDB reflect its strong 
capitalization, prudent financial and risk management policies, excellent liquidity, 
preferred creditor status and extraordinary membership support; and allow the Bank 
to finance itself in capital markets through the issue of debt securities priced at very 
attractive rates. 

The overarching objective of AfDB is to 
spur sustainable economic development 
and social progress in its regional member 
countries (RMCs), thus contributing to poverty 
reduction. AfDB achieves this objective 
by mobilizing and allocating resources for 
investment in RMCs; and by providing 
policy advice and technical assistance to 
support development efforts. In line with its 
overarching objective, AfDB raises resources 
from capital markets mainly to provide cost-
effective resources to development projects 
and programs that are well aligned with its 
strategic priorities. AfDB responded to the 
challenge of supporting inclusive growth and 
the transition to green growth by scaling up 
investment and implementation of its Ten 
Year Strategy (2013-2022), entitled “At the 
Center of Africa’s Transformation”; and by 
focusing on five key strategic priority areas, 
referred to as the “High 5s” - “Light up and 
Power Africa”; “Feed Africa”; “Industrialize 
Africa”; “Integrate Africa” and “Improve the 
Quality of Life of the people of Africa”. The 
Bank’s five strategic priorities align with the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
have also been highlighted as critical priorities 
in the Agenda 2063 for Africa, developed in 
partnership with the African Union. 

In 2016, AfDB’s approvals peaked at USD 
10.8 billion, a 27% increase from 2015; and 
disbursements reached USD 6.3 billion. 
Over 50% of the lending volume went 
to the Improve the Quality of Life priority. 
Other allocations were as follows: Light Up 
and Power Africa 19%, Feed Africa 11%, 
Industrialize Africa 12%, and Integrate Africa 
6%. Bank operations are estimated to have 
created about 630,000 jobs in 2016 alone, 
many of them for entrepreneurial youths and 
“agripreneurs” and a fair share for women. 
AfDB’s operations have interconnected 
African cities, provided electricity, water and 
sanitation to millions of people, connected 
rural farmers to markets and warehouses, 
and sharply reduced trade costs and travel 
times. More important, AfDB’s interventions 
have saved lives and sustained livelihoods in 
crisis situations. 
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Borrowing Program and Financing 
Framework

In the ordinary course of its business, AfDB 
borrows funds in major capital markets in 
order to provide financing to development 
projects in Africa that are aligned with the 
Bank’s strategic priorities, as well as for 
liquidity management purposes. The Bank 
issues debt instruments denominated in 
various currencies, with differing maturities 
and with fixed or floating interest rates. The 
Bank’s borrowing strategy is based on the 
following building blocks: 

1. Establishing a track record of issuing 
regular, liquid benchmark transactions in 
global and large domestic capital markets, 
which in turn help generate private 
placement and uridashi opportunities for 
the Bank priced at competitive funding 
levels.

2. Developing access to public and private 
markets in various currencies, building 
name recognition as well as marketing 
the Bank’s “High 5s” priorities through 
theme bonds to kindle investor interest.

3. Accessing medium to long-term funding, 
subject to market conditions.

4. Deepening and broadening the Bank’s 
investor base.

5. Promoting the development of African 
capital markets and provide local 
currency funding to its clients by issuing 
bonds denominated in local currencies.

In addition to long and medium-term 
borrowings, the Bank also undertakes 
short-term borrowing for cash and liquidity 
management purposes only. As borrowing 
activities may create exposure to market 
risk, most notably interest rate and currency 
risks, the Bank uses derivatives and other risk 
management approaches to mitigate such 
risks.

AfDB’s funding needs have increased 
consistently since 2012, from a total of 
USD 3.8 billion raised from capital markets 
in that year, to the USD 9.9 billion raised in 
2016, reflecting extensive efforts to grow 
the Bank’s operations, higher demand from 
African countries for development assistance, 
and the fact that the Bank is serving an 
increasing number of countries eligible for 
financing. As of 31 December 2016 total 
outstanding borrowings stood at USD 27.74 
billion. While its financing requirements have 
grown significantly over recent years, AfDB’s 
borrowing program still remains relatively 
moderate in size when compared to that of 
some of its largest peers.

Chart 1: Comparison Chart of Select Supranational Issuers’ Borrowing Programs

African 
Development 

Bank

Asian 
Development 

Bank

EBRD Inter-American 
Development 

Bank

International 
Finance 

Corporation**

World Bank**

Source: AfDB.
* Expected  ** Financial year runs from July 1st through to June 30th
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In 1997, following requests by potential 
borrowers based both in South Africa and 
in surrounding countries, the AfDB obtained, 
as per its charter requirements, the consent 
of South Africa to start funding itself in South 
African Rand (ZAR), by both issuing bonds 
in the Euro-rand market, and by using the 
swaps market. ZAR quickly became the 
Bank’s third largest lending currency. In 
2006, with a view to increasing interest, as 
well as in response to growing demand for 
African currency-denominated loans, the 
Bank’s Board of Directors approved a policy 
framework for lending in the currencies of 
other regional member countries, aside from 
South Africa. The policy framework requires 
that the Bank approves African currencies as 
lending currencies whenever there is sufficient 
demand for local currency loans, and where 
the Bank can fund itself cost-effectively. 
This policy framework falls within the AfDB’s 
Local Currency Initiative, which has two main 
objectives:

1. To assist AfDB’s clients in mitigating 
foreign exchange risk that could arise 
from projects financed by the Bank.

2. To facilitate the development of domestic 
capital markets through the issuance of 
local currency bonds.

As at 31 December 2016, the Bank had 
designated, apart from the South African 
Rand, ten other African currencies as lending 
currencies: Egyptian Pound, Ghana Cedi, 
West African and Central African CFA Franc 
(XOF and XAF), Kenyan, Tanzanian and 
Ugandan Shillings, Nigerian Naira, Zambian 
Kwacha and Botswana Pula. 

In addition to bond issuance in local 
currencies, the AfDB regularly applies two 
(2) other approaches to finance projects in 
local currency, while also contributing to the 
development of the long-term swap market 
in the relevant African currency:

1. Cross currency swaps - which allow 
AfDB to raise funds in local currencies 
through the exchange of foreign currency 
in derivatives markets;

2. Synthetic local currency loans, whereby a 
hard currency loan is accompanied with 
a hedge to cover the borrower against 
the local currency depreciation vis-à-vis 
the hard currency.

In addition to domestic issuances in African 
markets, AfDB regularly issues African 
Currency-Linked bonds in offshore markets. 
The schedule below provides a structural 
breakdown of the AfDB’s issuances across 
its various classes of financing instruments 
from 2012 through to 2016:

Table 1: AfDB issuances breakdown across financing instruments

Instrument 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Global 39.30% 60.13% 40.81% 54.70% 77.29%

Private Placement 19.44% 6.67% 9.08% 15.66% 14.49%

Public Domestic Issue out of Africa 32.71% 16.02% 30.86% 7.09% 5.40%

Uridashi 6.85% 4.56% 3.21% 3.59% 1.03%

African Currency-Linked 1.56% 2.08% 1.03% 0.23% 0.43%

Green Bond 8.86% 6.24% 11.89% 1.36%

Loan 1.6% 5.84% 6.84% 0.00%

African Domestic Issue 0.13% 0.1% 1.68%

Eurozar 1.24%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Source: AfDB.
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While an increasing focus has been given to developing 
Public Domestic Issuances in African markets, as well as 
African Currency linked issuances1, the proportionate 
share of these instruments in the context of the Bank’s 
total financing remains low. Other peer supranational 
issuers also face the same situation, with the share of 
local currency and local currency linked bond issues 
within the total of their financing not being too dissimilar 
to that of AfDB.

Breakdown of 2016 issuances 
(as of 31 December 2016)

In 2016 AfDB maintained a consistent presence across 
major international capital markets, raising close to 
USD 10 billion through bond issues carefully executed 
in a variety of markets, currencies and instruments. 
Notably, the Bank was very active in the public 
markets issuing five USD 1 billion global benchmarks 
in 2016 as well as an inaugural EUR 750 million global 
benchmark and three sizable floating rate notes. All 
transactions were in line with the Bank’s commitment 
to continue to develop access to public markets, build 
name recognition and help attract greater competitive 
funding opportunities. The selection of maturities 
was driven by both investor preference and pricing 
considerations. The Bank also remained active in 
Australian dollars, five times reopening its outstanding 
long dated transactions, and issued a new 5-year 
benchmark transaction in the sterling market.

As investors sought higher yielding investment 
opportunities amid a low interest rate environment 
and depressed volatility in 2016, their appetite for 
private placement bonds issued by highly creditworthy 
institutions was relatively muted. A total of USD 1.4 
billion was nonetheless raised in this format with 
transactions being denominated in Euro, US dollar, 
Japanese Yen, Brazilian Real and South African Rand.

African currency linked issuances in 2016 were fairly 
limited due to foreign exchange rate depreciation 
experienced by popular African currencies. The Bank 
issued transactions in Nigerian naira and Ghanaian cedi 
for a total amount of USD 43 million and continues to 
monitor the market for follow up interest for subsequent 
trades.

On the domestic issuance front, the Bank requested and 
received authorization from the Botswana government 
to issue Botswana Pula (BWP) denominated bonds in 
the Botswana local capital markets for on-lending to 
projects in the country. Along with the authorization to 
issue in the local market, the Bank received various 
waivers from the Botswana Stock Exchange (BSE), the 
Botswana Unified Revenue Services and the Non-Bank 
Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority (NBFIRA) 
to make the issuances more attractive to investors. 
Furthermore, the Bank approved the BWP as a lending 
currency of the Bank and established a BWP 5 billion 
MTN Programme to issue BWP denominated bonds in 
the local market. 

1 African currency linked notes are debt securities issued in the currency of a country located in Africa and settled in another currency. African currency 
linked notes generally offer a return linked to the performance of the currency in the foreign exchange market over the life of the notes. Typically, for these 
bonds, the interest (coupons) and final redemption amount are determined in the local currency but paid in the international currency (usually USD), at 
the prevailing spot exchange rate.

Source: AfDB.

Chart 2: Borrowing Distribution by Instrument
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AfDB’S LOCAL CURRENCY BOND ISSUANCES    
PRE-REQUISITES, SUCCESS FACTORS AND CHALLENGES

Local Currency Bond Issuances Pre-Requisites and Success Factors

Before issuing in any African domestic market, AfDB needs to undertake extensive discussions 
with the member country’s authorities in order to obtain the authorizations and exemptions 
required to make bond issues feasible and enticing (for both the Bank and prospective 
investors).

Chart 3: Pre-conditions to be fulfilled – Main Authorizations & Waivers
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Source: AfDB.

Local Currency Issuances Overview 

In 2007, the Bank established a ZAR domestic bond program (Inward Listed program) to 
issue in the local market and through that program the Bank became the first supranational 
to launch a bond in the domestic rand market. The bonds issued into the South African bond 
market helped finance a strong portfolio of projects that required ZAR funding. The Bank’s 
ZAR loans are funded using a mix a ZAR domestic bond issues and ZAR offshore bond 
issues. By end 2016, the Bank had approved 28 operations in ZAR totaling ZAR 36.6 billion 
(c. USD 2.75 billion equivalent2) in South Africa, Swaziland, Namibia and for multinational 

2 Reference exchange rate for conversion is that of 30 December 2016.
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projects, for both the public sector and private sector. 
Today, ZAR is the third highest lending currency of 
the Bank. In 2017, the Inward Listed program was 
renewed for up to ZAR 20 billion to be raised from the 
domestic market. Unlike with other local currencies, 
AfDB runs a ZAR treasury portfolio and does not 
require back to back funding and investment operation 
disbursement. With the exception of ZAR, AfDB’s 
policy on local currency funding dictates a matched 
funding approach, where funding and lending is done 
directly on a back-to-back structure.

Under its Local Currency Initiative, and in order to 
facilitate access to the local markets, the Bank has 
established medium term notes (MTN) programs in 

Nigeria, Uganda, Zambia and Botswana. Under these 
MTN programs, the Bank has issued two 10-year 
Ugandan Shilling bonds in 2012 and 2013 for a total 
UGX 25 billion (USD 10 million equivalent3), and one 
Nigerian Naira 12.95 billion (USD 80 million equivalent4) 
7-year bond in 2014. All three bond issues allowed the 
Bank to raise resources that were subsequently on-
lent to development projects requiring local currency 
financing.

The AfDB continuously monitors its pipeline of projects 
and the financing opportunities on these different 
markets, and is working to include other African 
currencies to the list.

The Bank faces some challenges when issuing local 
currency bonds in African capital markets. 

The back-to-back nature of local currency loans, 
although ideal for mitigating asset and liability mismatch 
risk, poses the following challenges:

(a) Both the projects and the issuances have to go 
through substantial structuring to ensure that the 
profiles mirror each other. While this process can be 
accommodated for straightforward lines to financial 
institutions, it is extremely challenging to structure 
cash flows of a project finance operation to allow 
back-to-back financing from a bond issuance. 
Moreover, the most sophisticated markets may 
allow for a fairly easy introduction of a structured 
bond, however in less sophisticated markets, it 
may pose a challenge to achieve favorable pricing 
i.e. sub-government;

(b) Matching the timing between the borrowers’ needs 
for funds and the best time for the Bank to issue 
in local capital markets is a complex endeavor, 
potentially causing the risk of cost of carry. Cost 
of carry of resources raised in local capital markets 
can be quite significant. This makes financing 
smaller sized projects difficult, as the Bank would 
have to warehouse significant amounts of liquidity 
in local currency while waiting for each project to 
be ready for disbursement;

Other challenges faced include :

(c) Significant communication efforts are required to 
get local investors to appreciate and fully price the 
benefits of investing in a highly rated bond issues 
(AAA rating on an international scale);

(d) The amounts that can be raised in local capital 
markets are relatively modest compared to what 
can be achieved in global markets;

(e) Interest rate levels in some local markets are 
exorbitant (JSE 7.5% / NSE 20% / USE 13.50%) 
compared to foreign markets, thereby posing a 
significant deterrent to borrowers;

(f) Low liquidity in the secondary markets that could 
depress interest from institutional investors and/or 
assessing fair-value for new issues in the primary 
market.

(g) Significant communication efforts is often needed 
to obtain the waivers required to cheapen the 
pricing of AfDB issuances, including to alleviate 
potential sometimes concerns over a crowding out 
effect. 

(h) The lack of convertibility without restriction that the 
Bank can be faced with, for instance as is currently 
the case in Nigeria.

3 USD Equivalent as the time of issuance.
4 USD Equivalent as the time of issuance.

Challenges Faced in Raising Resources in Local Currency 
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AfDB’s LOCAL CURRENCY BONDS IMPACT AND BROADER 
CAPITAL MARKETS DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

AfDB Local Currency Bonds Impact: Evidence from African Stock Exchanges

The Bank’s local currency bond issuances’ main benefits are the reduction of the Bank’s 
clients’ foreign exchange risk/overall economic risk exposure through the reduction of currency 
mismatches; the promotion and support of domestic capital market development (e.g. 
stretching the yield curve, setting new benchmarks, and providing role model transactions 
in terms of documentation and execution); the introduction of benchmark issuances and role 
model transactions on African capital markets as well as knowledge transfer; the introduction 
of a new asset class, which allows for diversification; the provision of scarce long-term funding 
in local currencies; and the contribution to catalyze local financing.

Chart 4: Benefits of Supranational Issuances on African capital markets
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The AfDB has issued bond(s) in local currencies on three (3) African Exchanges. The three (3) 
exchanges completed the study questionnaire:

1. Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)

2. Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE)

3. Uganda Stock Exchange (USE)

Based on information gathered from the completed questionnaires, the AfDB bonds listed on 
the three (3) aforementioned exchanges have maturity dates ranging from 5 to 10 years, with 
local currency coupon rates ranging from 9% to 15%.

According to the stock exchanges, at end December 2016, more than USD 500 million has 
been raised in aggregate. 81% of this amount has been listed on the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange.
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In comparison to AfDB’s global benchmark 
issues where Central Banks and Official 
Institutions typically take somewhere 
between 2/3rd and 3/4th of the transaction, 
when issuing local currency bonds on African 
domestic capital markets, the Bank’s main 
investors tend to be local Pension Funds.

Case Study: Inaugural Bond Issue in 
the Nigeria Capital Market

Soon after receiving the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) of Nigeria’s 
approval to establish a NGN 160 billion (c. 
USD 1 billion) Medium Term Notes (MTN) 
Program and a “No Objection” from the SEC 
to start the book building process on June 
6th 2014, the Bank’s Treasury department 
proceeded to launch its maiden local currency 
issuance in the Nigerian capital market.

The Bank issued a 7-year, semi-annual fixed 
rate coupon bearing bond structured with 
a 3-year grace period preceding a 4-year 
amortizing profile on principal, introducing 
a new instrument into the domestic market 
of Nigeria and adding another issuance 
into the supranational asset class, after the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) bond 
issuance of February 2013. 

Investor bids illustrated market recognition 
of credit differentiation in relation to the 
bond pricing. The Bank successfully raised 
NGN 12.95 billion (c. USD 80 million) 
issuing at a discount of about 75 bps below 
the comparable reference point on the 
government yield curve (Federal Government 
of Nigeria 27 Jan 2022) to price at 11.25%. 

The book building commenced on June 
20th 2014 with a closing date on July 4th 
2014, and the settlement of the proceeds 
occurred on July 10th 2014. The AfDB’s MTN 
Program was the first ever to be established 
by a supranational issuer in the Nigerian 
capital market, and the amount raised also 
represented the largest ever issuance, and 
also the longest maturity instrument in its 
asset class to be introduced to the Nigerian 
market. Acceptance of the bond issuance 
in the market was also further evidenced 
and demonstrated by the diverse category 
of investors to whom the securities were 
distributed (including pension funds, asset 
managers, banks and insurance companies).

Proceeds of the Bank’s maiden local currency 
issuance in the Nigerian capital market 
allowed it to lend to a private sector financial 

Chart 5: Amount Raised (in USD Million) / Exchange

JSE NSE USE

Chart 6: Percentage of Amount Raised / Exchange
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institution, thereby eliminating the borrower’s currency risks, and enabling them to finance 
local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and some infrastructure projects. 

Table 2: Terms & Conditions

Issuer African Development Bank

Arrangers Stanbic IBTC Capital and Rand Merchant Bank Nigeria

Total Program Size NGN 160 billion

Status Senior, unsecured debt

Maturity 01 February 2021  

Interest Rate Profile Fixed rate

Issue Size NGN 12. 95 billion

Pricing Benchmark Nigeria Government bond, FGN 27 Jan 2022

Closing Benchmark (mid) 12.02%  (source FMDQ)

Clearing Price 11.25%

Interest Dates 1 Feb and 1 Aug in each year, up to and including the Maturity Date

Special Features Qualification as securities in which PFAs may invest under the Regulations on 
Investment of Pension Fund Assets issued by the National Pension Commission 
pursuant to the Pension Reform Act;

Qualification as liquid assets for liquidity ratio calculation for Nigerian banks;

Zero-risk weighting for the purpose of computing capital adequacy ratio by 
Nigerian banks; and

Exemption from various prudential limits set for Nigerian banks under the CBN 
Prudential Guidelines

Source: AfDB.

Chart 7: Auction results – Investor participation
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Source: AfDB.

The Bank’s maiden naira bond issuance saw 100% local investor participation in line with 
AfDB’s commitment to develop local capital markets. Orders ranged from the minimum ticket 
size of NGN 50 million (c. USD 0.3 million) to NGN 2 billion (c. USD 12.35 million).
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Table 3: Examples of Bank lending operations having benefitted from local currency funding

Currency Sector Country Use of proceeds Expected Results

ZAR Energy South Africa Power plant capacity 
expansion program 
financing

Capacity expansion program to maintain and 
rehabilitate nearly 8,000 MW of installed capacity, 
while adding 10,986 MW base load capacity, 
including a 1,332 MW renewable energy peaking 
station. 

Expansion of the transmission network by 9,756 
km, connecting new generation and nearly 90 
independent power producers.

Catalyze economic growth and job creation in South 
Africa and the wider region.

ZAR Energy Mozambique and 
South Africa

Natural gas project 
financing

Construction of a 860 km gas pipeline designed 
to deliver 122 MGJ per annum without initial 
compression, conversion of existing petrochemical 
plants from coal to natural gas, and gas distribution 
network.

UGX Finance Uganda Loan portfolio growth 
financing

Financing of on lending to real estate SME/
developers in order to support residential and 
commercial real estate development aimed at 
benefiting low and medium income earners and 
SMEs

NGN Finance Nigeria Loan portfolio growth 
financing

Financing of on lending to SMEs and infrastructure 
projects.

5 www.africanbondmarkets.org

Pillar II of AfDB’s Financial Sector Development Policy 
and Strategy (FSDPS) 2014-2019 aims at developing 
resilient, broader and deeper financial markets that 
facilitate the intermediation of capital to fund the 
real economy. It is aligned with the Bank’s Ten Year 
Strategy 2013-2022 and its High 5s priorities and 
will remain unchanged. Since the strategy inception 
in 2014, the Capital Markets Division has delivered a 
number of landmark operations and projects, such 
as providing financing to non-sovereign (corporates), 
non-bank financial institutions, and governments in 
the form of funded and non-funded facilities or a blend 
of the two. The division promotes Capital Markets as 
a source of additional and alternative investment or 
financing for long-term funding. The Capital Markets 
Division has at the strategic macro level, promoted 
the development of an enabling environment by 
supporting financial sector reforms as well as local 
currency capital markets development. At the micro 
level, the Capital Markets Division has intervened by 
structuring innovative capital markets operations to 
fund the real economy. These transactions included 

structured solutions to mortgage and financial services 
companies, guarantees for currency risk hedging for 
sovereigns, credit enhancement for corporate bonds 
issuance, and investments in private equity and bond 
funds.

The Bank’s African Financial Markets Initiative5 (AFMI) 
was launched in 2008, to contribute to the development 
of domestic bond markets; to enable governments to 
improve the terms at which they borrow in domestic 
financial markets, thus reducing their dependence on 
foreign currency denominated debt; and ameliorate 
the availability and transparency of bond market 
data. AFMI supports development of domestic bond 
markets in Africa through: (1) The African Financial 
Markets Database (AFMD), in partnership with African 
Central Banks, is Africa’s most comprehensive and 
accurate knowledge hub on African debt markets; 
(2) The African Domestic Bond Fund (ADBF), with 
AfDB being anchor investor and promoter, aimed at 
providing a source of local currency funding for Africa 
governments bond issuers whilst also creating a new 
asset class of pan Africa fixed-income securities.

AfDB’s Contribution to Capital Markets Development in Africa
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National Capital Markets Development Efforts

At country level, several initiatives have and are being pursued by different markets across the continent and the 
synopsis is provided hereafter:

Table 4: Select initiatives across the continent

Country Initiatives

Botswana • Establishment of the Botswana Bond Market Association in 2013.
• Held a Bond Market Conference in 2016 followed by a Bond Market Roundtable.
• Developed the Bond Pricing Conventions.
• Dematerialization of debt securities.
• Undertaking a project on the centralization of trading, clearing and settlement of Government bonds 

at the BSE and CSDB.
• Undertaking RTGS with Bank of Botswana.

Bourse Régionale des 
Valeurs Mobilières 
(BRVM)

• Has an application that gives the public access to daily market reports, news and allows the public to 
create and manage their own virtual portfolio based on actual market movements.

• Signed a MoU in 2017 with Shanghai Stock Exchange that addresses the following areas: (i) develop-
ment of the equity and debt markets; (ii) the creation of new financial products; (iii) improving trading 
platforms and market surveillance tools; (iv) double-listing; (v) exchange of information and documen-
tation; and (vi) exchange of experience in the context of the adoption of international stock exchange 
standards.

Egypt • The Central Bank of Egypt implemented the Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) in March of 2009. 
The clearing and settlement process in Egypt is based on the principle of delivery versus payment 
(DvP). The Misr for Central Clearing, Depository and Registry (MCDR) acts as a clearing house be-
tween clients. In 2015, the AfDB provided support to the modernization of the Egyptian Central Bank 
Clearing & Settlement Depositary System (CSD) for Government Securities.

• The parliament ratified the Capital Market Law No. 95/1992 by Law No. 123/2008 in 2008 stipulating 
explicitly that supranational institutions can issue bonds in the local market, and the Listing and Delis-
ting rules at EGX have been amended accordingly.

Kenya • Launched M-Akiba which is a Mobile Traded Bond – all activities relating to registration, trading, set-
tlement will be via mobile platform. By dialing USSD code *889#. Maximum investment per account / 
per day – KSH. 140,000.(~US$1347.06).

• Has a television show termed, “The trading bell”, which airs on the national television station weekly 
(Thursday @ 2130hrs).

• Launched Kenya’s Green Bond programme on 31 March 2017. AfDB is one of the international part-
ners of this programme.

Mauritius • To encourage foreign investment, Mauritius has: (i)A corporate tax exemption of at least 10 years; (ii) 
Free repatriation of profits, dividends, and invested capital; (iii)Waiver on income taxes on dividends 
for 10 years; and (iv) Exemption from capital gains tax.

Nigeria • On Thursday, June 1, 2017, NSE launch of X-Academy, a knowledge-platform designed to provide 
education services to individuals for better understanding of various aspects of the capital markets.

• In 2017, Nigeria accelerated efforts to develop a domestic green bond market with AfDB as a mem-
ber of its Green Bond Advisory Group.

• Implemented Minimum Operating Standards (MOS) for all NSE Dealing Member firms to enhance 
member capacity in 2015.

• Launched Premium market segment “The Premium Board” in 2015.
• Implemented SMARTs Technology for efficient/effective market surveillance in 2016. 
• Introduced Corporate Governance Rating System (CGRS) applicable for all listed companies. 
• Automated the Index Circuit Breaker.
• Launched Compliance Status Indicator (CSI) symbols on the ticker tape, for near real-time tracking of 

compliance status of listed companies in 2016.
• Implemented Pricing methodology and Par Value rules to enhance price discovery mechanism.
• Introduced Direct cash settlement, Dematerialization and E-Dividend in  line with the SEC’s Capital 

Market Master Plan (CMMP).
• Reconstituted the Investor Protection Fund (IPF) in 2012 to compensate investors with genuine claims 

of pecuniary loss against dealing member firms.
• Introduction of NGN5bn National Investor Protection Fund (NIPF).
• Introduced Sovereign Retail Savings Bond market in April 2017.
• Introduced multi-currency listing and trading platform and listed $1.5bn of Sovereign Eurobonds as 

well as three dollar-denominated mutual funds in 2017.
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South Africa • Retail savings bonds can be purchased online, at any post office, by telephone, with a broker of the 
BESA or in person at the National Treasury (NT).

Swaziland • Listed the first Infrastructure Bond worth E2 Billion in May 2017.
• Listed another Plain Vanilla Government Bond worth E2 Billion in May 2017.
• Automated the Trading Platform, even though we are currently doing Parallel Runs, with go-live ex-

pected next month.
• Revising Listings Requirements and Rule Book as part of the Harmonisation Project within the SADC 

region.
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CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of the report reflect in part some of the challenges faced by the Bank when 
issuing local currency bonds, to some extent due to the current stage of development of many 
African markets. The Bank’s local currency issuances are listed in three African exchanges: 
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, the Nigerian Stock Exchange and the Uganda Securities 
Exchange.

We opine that greater interest should be given to 
local markets in terms of issuance, considering the 
developmental objectives and geographical focus of 
AfDB; as well as the historical trajectory/performance 
of African currencies against major currencies (USD, 
EUR). The latter being a very important concern 
for SMEs and/or other institutions which do not 
have capacity, be it financial or legal, to borrow in 
hard currency, or the means of managing the risks 
associated with hard currency borrowings. 

This being said, and in order to encourage the AfDB 
to boost their local currency issuances and potentially 
enhance market liquidity, African markets should:

1. Put measures in place that help minimize cost-of-
carry for highly rated issuers;

2. Improve information disclosure in the African 
markets in order to attract potential investors and 
help them make the right decisions;

3. Undertake strategic initiatives to enhance 
secondary market activity and liquidity, such as:

a) Fostering an enabling environment by upgrading 
trading and post trade technology including to 
facilitate cross border trading, improving access to 
market data and reference data, and by reviewing 
pricing;

b) Creating market-makers schemes;
c) Introducing new trading mechanisms (e.g. 

securities lending and borrowing schemes), 
d) Broadening the range of available instruments by 

increasing local and foreign listings, and launching 
derivatives and Exchange Traded Funds; 

e) Developing a diverse local and international 
institutional investor base, and encouraging the 
participation of retail investors.

In the same vein, AfDB should continue to do the 
following in order to boost local currency issuance and 
potentially enhance market liquidity:

1. Maintain a consistent presence in domestic 
jurisdictions via strategic relationships with stock 
exchanges, policy makers, investors and issuers, 
through technical assistance and participation in 
market and product development initiatives;

2. Work to provide more flexibility to its local currency 
lending framework;

3. Explore how blended finance solutions could 
be used to mitigate certain challenges such as 
negative cost of carry.

4. Continue being a contributor in the bond market 
development agenda and consider becoming a 
designated member of domestic bond market 
associations. 

To complement AfDB’s local currency issuances 
on African Exchanges and the work of the Bank’s 
Financial Sector Development Department, additional 
means could be explored to contribute to domestic 
capital markets development; 

1. For instance, to boost market liquidity on African 
exchanges, ASEA could also engage AfDB on the 
possibility for AfDB to list a portion of its offshore 
issuances on African exchanges. 

2. Also, blended Finance and project preparation 
technical assistance could be used. AfDB RMCs 
classified as transition states in particular would 
benefit from such programs.

The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed by 
AfDB and the African Securities Exchanges Association 
(ASEA) in July 2016, is the framework agreement for 
AfDB and ASEA to collaborate on areas of mutual 
interest such as (i) joint projects/activities targeting 
capital markets infrastructure development, regulation, 
improving market liquidity and market participation; 
(ii) collaborative research/information sharing; and (iii) 
capacity building and global best practices.
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